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Walk through trajectory of academic research on inspection and 
compliance

Discuss key findings on which there is broad consensus

Discuss current directions in research and specific findings

Learn your reactions to academic findings and input on future 
research questions
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The “Street-Level Bureaucrat” (Lipskey 1980)

Key insights:

− Implementation gives law meaning

− Agency inspectors have discretion 
in how regulations get implemented

− Discretion shaped by social factors

Factors shaping discretion:
− Professional training

− Organizational structure:

• Incentives

• Rules

• Training

− Politics

− Self-interest

− Identity

• Personal characteristics

• Ideology/values

− Relationships



The “Reasonable” Inspector
(Bardach and Kagan 1982; Hawkins and Thomas 1984; Hutter 1989)

The “Unreasonable” Inspector

Applies law mechanistically and legalistically

− Imposes requirements that will not yield 
significant health and safety benefits

− Imposes requirements whose cost 
substantially outweighs any benefits

− Imposes requirements uniformly 
without attention to relevant differences 
between regulated entities

Sees all regulated entities as greedy 
malefactors

Relies on theory, disconnected from practical 
business realities

The “Reasonable” Inspector

Flexible and cooperative

− Neither uniformly legalistic or overly accommodating

− Neither uniformly distrustful nor overly trustful

− Makes sensible compromises to achieve regulatory 
goals

Tailors regulatory requirements to fit individual cases

− Overlooks violations that pose no serious risk 

− Takes account of good faith compliance efforts

Acts as a consultant, not merely a “cop”

− Identifies root causes of violations

− Provides compliance assistance

Respects regulated entities

− Validates their contributions to society

− Takes seriously problems faced by regulated entities

Exercises judgment informed by practical experience



The Myth of the “Reasonable” Inspector

The reasonable inspector “Has the wisdom of Solomon…

…the craftiness of Ulysses…

… and the fortitude of Winston Churchill”



Polling Questions1a & 1b

Please read and answer in the chat box.



No clear empirical evidence linking inspector “reasonableness” to 
compliance outcomes

There are real dangers to inspector forbearance

− Recent survey found: (Rorie, Rinfret and  Pautz 2015)

• Environmental inspectors act “reasonably” in that they are less likely to 
issue NOV if:

• Inspector believes there will be bad financial consequences for firm

• Inspector knows that firm has participated in a voluntary “beyond 
compliance” program

• But companies do not respond to “reasonableness” with compliance

• Compliance managers report they are more likely to commit a violation if 
company was investigated but not cited for past violations

Research on Inspector “Reasonableness”



[1]   Robust monitoring

[2] Clear, consistent communication and application of regulatory 
requirements

[3] Building relationships with key organizational actors

[4] Creating perception of fairness in application of the law

[5] Building alliances with other agencies and civil society 
stakeholders

Inspection Practices Associated with Compliance



Many studies demonstrate that more heavily monitored facilities exhibit better 
environmental compliance than other facilities (Magat and Viscusi 1990; Braithwaite and 

Makkai 1991; Kuperan and Sutinen 1998; Gray and Shadbegian 2005)

There is evidence that inspections cause companies to improve compliance
 In a natural field experiment, researchers showed that companies subject to random 

OSHA inspections showed a 9.4 percent decrease in injury rates compared with 
uninspected firms. (Levine, Toffel & Johnson 2012)

Recent example from environmental context:  “When the Regulator Goes 
Home: The Effectiveness of Environmental Oversight” (Walter & Raff 2019)

 Firms reduce emissions when exposed to additional regulatory oversight through non-
attainment designations

 Firms increase emissions in areas that exit non-attainment status 

 NOX emissions from boilers with abatement technology increase by 16%

Key Finding [1]: 
Inspection Promotes Compliance



Key Finding [2]: 
Clear and Consistent Communication of Regulatory 
Requirements Promotes Compliance

Less compliance among building 
contractors when:

 Subject to the jurisdiction of multiple 
regulators with conflicting requirements

 Same inspector gives inconsistent 

information about compliance (May and Wood 
2003)

More compliance among small food-
industry businesses when inspectors 
state regulatory requirements clearly 
and directly (Fairman and Yapp 2005)

 “Flexible” approaches that solicited input from 
regulated establishment were not effective

 Knowledge gap: 43% of small businesses 
mistakenly thought they were in compliance



Polling Question 2

Please read and answer in the chat box.



Practical Implications

 Harmonize standards and coordinate enforcement across agencies for consistency

 Focus inspector training on consistency

 Do not let focus on “reasonableness” and cooperation undermine clarity



Building contractors who had direct 
contact with inspectors in the field 
more likely than those who did not to 
report: (May and Wood 2003)

Inspectors were cooperative and provided 
useful quality control function

It is important to comply with regulatory 
requirements in order to maintain good reputation 
with the inspector

Compliance personnel at university 
who had direct and repeated 
interactions with EPA inspectors 
developed relationships and rapport 
with inspectors and came to see them 
as allies rather than adversaries (Gray 

and Silbey 2014)

 Contingent on employees’ organizational 
status and professional expertise

Key Finding [3]:  
Building relationships through direct and sustained interactions 
with regulated entities promotes compliance.



Practical Implications

 Be cautious about approaches that reduce face-to-face interaction between 
inspectors and regulated entities (e.g. desk inspections).

 Assess trade-off between coverage and efficacy.

 Strategize about how to identify allies within regulated organizations to promote 
compliance from the inside.



EQUAL APPLICATION

− Citizens more likely to comply with military service policies when they perceive that 

other citizens are doing their share (Levi 1997)

− Building contractors more likely to comply with regulatory requirements when they 

know these requirements are being enforced on other contractors (May 2005)

− Industrial facilities more likely to comply with Clean Air Act requirements when other 
facilities in the same industry are more frequently inspected (Short and Toffel 2010)

PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

− Fairness in process

− Transparency in actions

− Opportunities for voice

− Impartiality in decision making

Key Finding [4]: 
Fairness in application of the law promotes 
compliance.



Citizens:

 Citizen complaints helped Chinese Environmental Protection Bureaus to expand access to enforcement resources (Van Rooij and 
Lo 2010)

Media:

Media exposés of health, safety, and environmental disasters generated public support for more stringent enforcement (Hutter
2011; Tilt 2007) 

Civil society organizations:

 Argentine labor inspectors expanded inspection programs by developing social and organizational ties with labor unions 
(Amengual and Fine 2016)

 San Francisco partners with local social service NGOs to identify and support worker claims of wages and hours violations 
(Amengual and Fine 2016)

Other regulators:

 Prosecutorial enforcement of labor and environmental law in Brazil (Coslovsky, McAllister)

 Labor inspectors in Brazil partnered with bank regulators to more effectively monitor wage violations (Pires 2011)

Key Finding [5]: 
Monitoring Alliances Promote Compliance



Polling Question 3

Please read and answer in the chat box.



 Factors influencing inspector performance

 Peer Review

 Private monitors and bias

Current Trends in Inspection/Enforcement Research



Experience:

− More experienced supply chain audit teams report more violations than less experienced teams
(Short, Toffel and Hugill 2015)

− More experienced FDA inspectors are less likely to find a facility in total non-compliance (Macher, 
Mayo and Nickerson 2011)

Training

− Supply chain audit teams with more training report more violations (Short, Toffel and Hugill 2015)

Gender

− Supply chain audit teams with at least one woman report more violations than all-male teams
(Short, Toffel and Hugill 2015)

Factors Influencing Inspector Performance



Relationships with Regulated Entities (the “dark side” of relationships):

− Restaurant inspectors new to the inspected establishment report 12.7-17.5% more violations 

than returning inspectors (Jin and Lee 2014a)

− Supply chain audit teams entirely new to the audited factory report more violations than teams 

with returning auditors (Short, Toffel and Hugill 2015)

− Likelihood of product recalls increases at plants that have been inspected by the same inspector 
more than once (Ball, Siemsen & Shah 2017)

− Oil and gas platform inspectors impose less severe sanctions on violators with whom they are 
more familiar (Muehlenbachs, Staubli & Cohen 2013)

Inspector Schedule

− Restaurant inspectors cite more violations after they inspect establishments with poor 
compliance levels or trends (Ibanez & Toffel 2019)

− Restaurant inspectors cite fewer violations after spending more time conducting inspections 

throughout the day and when inspections risk running late and prolonging the work day (Ibanez & 

Toffel 2019)

Factors Influencing Inspector Performance (cont’d)



Promoting Consistency through
Peer Review

Experimental Study in King County Health 
Department (Ho 2017)

Inspectors randomly assigned to:

− Follow standard inspection procedures; 
or

− Participate in intensive peer review 
program

In peer review program, pairs of inspectors:

− Jointly visited establishments

− Separately assessed health code 
violations

− Deliberated about divergences on code 
application

Findings

Inconsistency across the inspectorate:  
Observing identical facility conditions, inspectors 
initially disagreed about code application 60% of 
the time

Direct effects of peer review:

− Decreased inconsistency

− Increased violations cited by nearly 
20%

Indirect effects of peer review:

− Increased reported inspector work 
satisfaction and employee retention



Polling Question 4

Please read and answer in the chat box.



3P monitors tend to be more lenient when monitored firms pay them 
directly

 Factory pays environmental inspector  lax inspection (Duflo et al. 2013)

 Bond issuers pay CRA  higher bond ratings (Jiang, Stanford, and Xie 2012)

 Supply chain factory pays social auditor  lax auditing (Toffel and Short 2015)

3P monitors tend to be more lenient when monitoring firms that are 
prospective clients for other services

 Financial auditors earn consultancy fees  lax auditing (Kinney, Jr. et al. 2004)

 SMOG-Check stations have lucrative cross-selling opportunities  lax inspection (Pierce and 

Toffel 2013)

3P monitors tend to be more lenient when they face more competition
 SMOG-Check stations facing higher local competition  more false passes (Bennett et al. 2013)

Private 3P Monitors and Bias
[See Short & Toffel 2017 for complete summary]



Improving the Performance of 3P Auditors

 Mitigate the financial incentives that create bias

 Check their work

 3P auditors retained by companies to audit their suppliers’ compliance with 
codes of conduct perform better after the company introduces its own in-
house auditors into the market 

(“concurrent sourcing”)



What are the compliance challenges and priorities?

What are the reasons for noncompliance?

How does research suggest monitoring protocol might address these issues?

What does research suggest are the likely direct and indirect effects of a monitoring 
protocol design?  

What are the likely trade-offs associated with different designs?

How could these hypotheses be tested?

Using Research to Design Inspection Regimes



How do the studies presented compare to your experience?

What important questions remain unanswered? 

− What questions would you like to see researchers address?

− What would be a good context to study these questions?

My Questions for You:
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